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Abstract— We have decided this project to make high cushioning effect by using rare earth Neodymium magnet of N52 grade power 

magnets with product dimensions of 50*50*25 mm of each magnet. We had constructed this model by using magnetic repulsion 

properties to keep magnets repel each other. This effect gives cushioning system in seats when it is constructed in the legs of the chair. 

Thus when load is applied above the chair then the magnets gets closer and distance between the magnets are measured. This calculated 

value was compared to the normal spring system and concluded this project as well. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 It is a model which involves the system to provide a high cushioning effect by using rare earth Neodymium magnets of 

N52 grade power magnets to provide high compression by constructing it in repulsion state of the two paired magnets. This 

repulsion state construction provides cushioning effect when an active load is acted in it. The main objective of this project is to 

give high cushioning system using power magnets of grade N52 neodymium rare earth magnets. Those pair of magnets gives pulls 

strength of 120kg. An average man’s weight is considered to be 80kg. In that way by these magnets it can withstand 80kg of an  

average man’s weight at 5cm distance. By this setup we are going to construct the model to prove the theoretical results gathered 

from online sources. In renewable energy technologies and electro mobility, permanent magnets plays a key components in it, but 

also in conventional applications like electrical motors and generators uses these components [4] ( R. Gauß et al. 2016). In all 

group of permanent magnet alloys the Nd-Fe-B type neodymium magnet have the highest energy at normal temperature.  

The high energy product allows for employing magnets with high efficiency for energy conversion and less mass at the 

same time [5] ( O. Gutfleisch et al. 2000). The magnets are most attractive for all applications where high performance is needed 

but cannot be used at low cost applications due to the expensive raw material and high manufacturing costs but used as a light 

weight applications such as in off-shore wind turbines and electric mobility [3] (P.C. Dent et al. 2012). So we have planned to 

design a seat with permanent Neodymium magnets to give cushioning system [11] (Xiaolu Zhang et al. 2015), [1] (Arun 

Bhuvendran et al. 2019) instead of using springs by the magnetic repulsion property [9] (A.G. Popov et al. 2016).  

Rare earth elements of considering Neodymium magnets NdFeB grade power magnets which has high pull force 

comparatively low weight and smaller in size [2] (Daniel Dotto München et al. 2017), [6] (Hongyue Jin et al. 2018). Due to 

physical contact between the seat and the bus the stiffness is increased [10] (K. Radhakrishnan et al. 2019), thus to reduce it 

permanent magnets are used in repulsive force to each other. In case of using electro magnets the pull strength can be increased [8] 

(F.G. Mitri Pushing 2017), [7] (Kuo-Shen Chen et al. 2003) but the current needed is high and it is immovable and can’t be used 

in chairs.  

 

II. CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING 

Initially the casing for the magnet is made for the required dimension of the magnet size with allowed tolerance level. 

The tolerance which can be accepted if it is +2 over product dimension. Then the casing is attached to the iron shaft as shown in   

Fig: 2.1. Another similar casing of equal dimension is made and attached to the bottom base of the chair. The model image of the 

project after completion of the construction is shown in Fig: 2.2. 
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Fig: 2.1 Construction 

Then the frames are cut into needed dimensions for holding the PVC pipe steady. Then the magnet is inserted inside the 

casing. The magnet handling should be done careful and handle with care due to high power.  

 
Fig: 2.2 Project model 

Then the chair is attached to the top iron shaft to sit in it. The chair can be used in different styles like one legged chair, 

three legged chair, four legged chair which is shown in Fig 2.3. When the chair is mounted to the model then the complete setup is 

finished and the model is ready for testing. The working of the model is to give cushioning effect to the seat by using Neodymium 

N52 grade power magnets. The magnets are kept at repulsive force which provides compression effect in the covering when load 

is acting above the model. 
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Fig: 2.3 Frame stand 

When we provide load the compression of the magnet occurs and the distance between the magnets are reduced. By this 

action the compression effect can be gained and gives cushioning system in the seats. 

 

III. RESULT VALIDATION 

As a result of this project the compression gained by using magnets is high and effective than the compression gained by 

using springs. The compression rate according to the given load gradually decreases due to the strength of the magnet at the 

particular distance when load applied is high. The value of the gained result was also discussed below to compare the strength of 

the magnet with a normal spring seats. It is easy to maintain balance in the seat due to the presence of casing over the magnet and 

control on your seat.  

Your body will always being slightly in motion due to cushioning effect. All muscle groups of your entire body is in 

motion all the time on the chair, so practically no pain can be seen in muscles. While sitting in chair, stimulates the formation of 

synovial fluid (joint fluid) in the joints. This tightens the ligaments and tendons and prevents arthritis. In this way you can avert 

joint diseases. 

 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

  As we discussed above that the compression rate of the magnet is high even a high load act in it when compared to 

spring system. The response time is earlier while using magnetic cushioning system because of there is no physical contact 

between the magnets. The compression test taken in this project is discussed below with comparison to the spring chair for a 

normal open coiled helical spring. 

 
Fig: 4.1 Graph (i) 
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Fig: 4.2 Graph (ii) 

 

 
Fig: 4.3 Graph (iii) 

 

 
Fig: 4.4 Load-deflection of FRP helical spring 
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The compression of the magnet where the distance between the difference in original position of the magnet and 

compression position when load applied was noted and marked it in a graphical method. The given graphs results the distance 

between magnets for particular load acting in it where different load was tested to analyse the strength of the magnet. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

  As we conclude that the usage of magnets to provide cushioning effect in seats are effective than using of spring seats. 

This also provides a non contact with no friction, so this can be applied at various applications. By changing the size, shape, and 

grade of the magnet this provides different force. This principle can also be followed in some weight pulling applications such as 

in gym where weight stones can be replaced by this setup to reduce space and weight of the equipment. 
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